UAE Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation His Highness Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan underscored the UAE’s close cooperation with the US to enhance regional security and economic prosperity, and promote more inclusive and peaceful societies in the Middle East region. Sheikh Abdullah met with US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and senior congressional leaders, and participated in cultural activities focused on interfaith cooperation and youth engagement.

Sheikh Abdullah hosted a reception on Capitol Hill to celebrate the announcement of the Abrahamic Family House that will be built in Abu Dhabi. The Abrahamic Family House will be an interfaith center that features a mosque, church and synagogue.
"Coexistence and tolerance for everyone — no matter their nationality, religion or belief — is one of our collective, shared core values."

Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed hosts interfaith reception in Washington DC
@UAEEmbassyUS

Congressman @RepRoKhanna emphasizes the importance of intergenerational dialogue, as well as American youth engagement with youth abroad to help shape the future of US multicultural democracy. #TheHillArabYouth
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Building diplomacy through... well, buildings 🏭 Check our these shots from the delegation of architectural photographers and professionals currently on tour in the UAE 🇦🇪 Photos 1&2 by @brooklynarchitect | Photo 3 by @andrewprokos #UAEUSA #UAEUSAUNITED
UNREAL year for @daniel.romanchuk continues with a WORLD title! (800m T54) #Dubai2019

This Month In History

On November 11, 2017, the Louvre Abu Dhabi opened its doors to the world. An agreement between the French and UAE governments established a regional hub for arts, culture, education and exchange.

Topped by an iconic 7,500-ton latticed dome, the museum has welcomed over 2 Million visitors from around the world since opening day.
UNITED FOR A BETTER FUTURE

With shared interests and common values, the UAE and US are close friends and strong allies
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